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Abstract
Apple introduced the App Tracking Transparency (ATT)

framework in iOS 14.5. The goal of this framework is to
mitigate user concerns about how their privacy-sensitive data
is used for targeted advertising. Through this framework, the
OS generates an ATT alert to request user permission for
tracking. While this alert includes developer-controlled alert
text, Apple mandates this text adheres to specific guidelines
to prevent users from being coerced into unwillingly granting
the ATT permission for tracking. However, to improve apps’
monetization, developers may incorporate dark patterns in the
ATT alerts to deceive users into granting the permission.

To understand the prevalence and characteristics of such
dark patterns, we first study Apple’s alert guidelines and iden-
tify four patterns that violate standards. We then develop
ATTCLS, an ATT alert classification framework that com-
bines contrastive learning for language modeling with a fully
connected neural network for multi-label alert pattern classifi-
cation. Finally, by applying ATTCLS to 4,000 iOS apps, we
reveal that 59% of the alerts use four dark patterns that either
mislead users, incentivize tracking, include confusing terms,
or omit the purpose of the ATT permission.

We then conduct a user study with 114 participants to ex-
amine users’ understanding of ATT and how different alert
patterns can influence their perception. This study reveals
that ATT alerts used by current apps often deceive or confuse
users. For instance, users can be misled into believing that
granting the ATT permission guarantees better app features or
that denying it protects all of their sensitive data. We envision
that our developed tools and empirical results will aid mo-
bile platforms to refine guidelines, introduce a strict vetting
process, and better design privacy-related prompts for users.

1 Introduction
In-app advertising is a primary source of revenue for mo-
bile app developers. To optimize ad revenue, developers use
targeted advertising strategies to increase user engagement
(e.g., ad clicks and views). This is done by presenting users
with ads that align with their preferences and behaviors.

Developers can achieve this by leveraging user identifiers,
e.g., device IDs, IP addresses, which link users to detailed
user profiles on ad networks. Ad networks collect data about
users’ browsing habits and interests, which is then used to
target users with ads more likely to be of interest to them.
iOS facilitates this process by sharing a unique identifier
with app developers, the Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA) [1].
The IDFA is a 128-bit number assigned to each device that
runs iOS. App developers can use the IDFA to track users’
activities in a single app or across apps.

While IDFA enables the delivery of relevant ads to users,
it can also be used to track users’ online activities and build
profiles of their personal lives. This raises privacy concerns
for many users, who express concerns about the lack of trans-
parency on data collection and usage practices [2,5,23,55,72].

To address such privacy concerns, Apple has recently in-
troduced the App Tracking Transparency (ATT) framework
in iOS 14.5 [8]. App developers must now explicitly ask
users for permission before tracking their activity. To request
permission for ATT, Apple requires developers to specify
their purpose for tracking through an OS-provided permis-
sion alert. Developers can also optionally display a custom
pre-alert screen to provide additional information to users to
help them make an informed decision. If the user grants the
ATT permission, iOS shares the IDFA with the app.

The unavailability of IDFA makes it more difficult for devel-
opers to track users and deliver personalized ads. To convince
users to grant permission, developers customize the purpose
string in the ATT permission alert and the pre-alert screen. In
this regard, Apple provides guidelines for developers to cre-
ate clear and straightforward ATT alerts (purpose strings and
pre-alert screens) that describe the purpose of tracking. Yet,
no system-level enforcement mechanism prevents developers
from violating these guidelines. As a result, as we expose in
this paper, the developers use (dark) “patterns” in ATT alerts.

Previous research has defined dark patterns as deceptive
design techniques or practices used by developers or designers
to trick users into taking actions unwittingly, often to benefit
the developers [24]. In this paper, we focus on those dark



patterns used by app developers to violate Apple’s design
guidelines regarding the ATT permission.

Prior work has explored various dark patterns that mobile
and IoT app developers can use to deceive users into taking
unintended actions [16,26,34,35,49,54]. In the context of ATT
permissions, recent work has focused on how developers track
users when ATT permission is denied [48] and the general
perception and decision-making process of users on ATT
permission [39]. However, less is known about the patterns
that real-world iOS apps adopt in ATT alerts to deceive users
into granting permission, and it is unclear how these patterns
impact users’ perception of ATT permission.

In this paper, therefore, we focus on characterizing how
developers embed dark patterns in ATT alerts and how this
impacts users by answering the following research questions:

RQ1: Do app developers use ATT alerts in a way that con-
forms to Apple’s guidelines? If not, what are the different
dark patterns they use?

RQ2: How do different ATT alert patterns impact the per-
ception and understanding of users on ATT permission, and
what are the implications for user privacy?

To answer these questions, we first conduct a large-scale
analysis of ATT alerts by analyzing 4K iOS apps on the
App Store. To achieve this, we develop dedicated static and
dynamic analysis tools to automatically collect ATT alert
texts for each app that contain the purpose strings in the ATT
permission alert and pre-alert texts in the pre-alert screen.

Thereafter, we use Apple’s app store review [7] and human
interface design [38] guidelines to create an annotation guide
for ATT alert texts. We then annotate the texts with five labels
that characterize the different alert patterns (e.g., misleading,
ambiguous) identified as violating the guidelines. We dis-
cover that only 41% of the apps follow Apple’s guidelines,
while 53% violate Apple’s guidelines, and 6% do not clearly
describe the purpose of the ATT permission.

To automate the classification of ATT alert texts, we de-
velop a classification framework that extends a contrastive
learning loss function [31] to transform alert texts into sen-
tence embeddings. We then employ a fully-connected neural
network multi-label classifier to predict the labels for each
ATT alert text. Our framework achieves 90% accuracy on the
annotated ATT alerts, and yields an average 8.6% increase in
accuracy compared to the three baseline approaches.

Given the large number of apps displaying alert patterns
that do not conform to ATT guidelines, we conducted an
online user study with 114 iOS users to gauge their under-
standing and perception of ATT permission through different
patterns used in ATT alerts. We find that users have a fun-
damental misconception about ATT, believing that denying
ATT permission protects all of their sensitive data, such as
their email address and location, when in reality, only IDFA
is strictly protected by the OS. Additionally, depending on
the dark patterns, (a) users are more likely to believe they will

receive rewards/discounts or better app features, and they are
more likely to misunderstand what the permission does by (b)
being unfamiliar with common terms used in alerts, such as
IDFA and identifiers, and (c) finding the alert texts confusing.

Overall, we expose that most developers do not follow best
practices for explaining ATT permission; instead, they use
deceptive or manipulative patterns to coerce users into grant-
ing permission. The use of such patterns exacerbates user
confusion on ATT permissions. This leads to users having
unrealistic expectations about their privacy and tracking trans-
parency, such as earning rewards if they allow tracking. Our
findings highlight the need to improve the current iOS ecosys-
tem and future efforts to better align user understanding of
iOS privacy and tracking transparency with the actual reality.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We analyze 4K iOS apps to study the different patterns
used by app developers in ATT alerts and categorize
them based on Apple’s design guidelines.

• We develop a multi-label classification framework that
leverages contrastive learning techniques to create a lan-
guage representation model for ATT alert texts and auto-
matically classify them into five different alert patterns.

• We conduct a 114-participant user study to gauge users’
understanding and perceptions of the ATT permission
given the different alert patterns. We summarize our find-
ings and provide recommendations to improve Apple’s
developer guidelines for ATT alerts.

Responsible Disclosure. Given our study exposes dark pat-
terns in ATT alerts, we have provided Apple with a compre-
hensive report of our findings. Apple has responded by asking
for the app IDs from our dataset, and they are currently in the
process of investigating the reported issue.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Advertising in iOS
In-App and Targeted Advertising. In-app advertising, where
ads for other apps or websites are displayed, remains a promi-
nent method for mobile app developers to profit [71]. Devel-
opers generate revenue when a user either passively watches
the ad or actively clicks on it. This revenue is maximized
with more user engagement, such as when a user visits the
app store to download an app shortly after exposure. App
developers, therefore, aim for ads that target users’ interests.

Targeted ads encourage user engagement with ads, yielding
higher ad profit. However, for targeted advertising, apps rely
on linking users with detailed user profiles [66]. These profiles
are built by tracking user activities across apps and maintained
by ad networks. In iOS, this linking occurs using an identi-
fier known as Identifier For Advertisers (IDFA) [1], which is
unique to a user’s device. Additionally, app developers use
IDFA to link users to the ads from which they downloaded
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Figure 1: An illustration of ATT alerts.

their apps; a process known as attribution [10]. This helps
developers evaluate their investments in ad campaigns and
tailor their campaigns to reach more users.
Tracking Transparency Efforts. Despite the potential bene-
fits of targeted advertising (e.g., exposure to ads that solely
pertain to one’s interest), users have raised many concerns
about their privacy-sensitive data being collected by tracking
and the lack of control and transparency over their tracking
data [23, 56, 72]. In an attempt to address these concerns,
Apple introduced a system-wide limited ad tracking (LAT)
privacy setting on iOS devices. The LAT setting allows users
to opt out of sharing their IDFA with advertisers and third
parties [6]. This setting was disabled by default, and when
enabled by the user, the OS shares a string of zeros instead
of the IDFA to prevent apps from tracking the user. However,
prior work has demonstrated that most users were unaware of
this system-wide LAT setting [30, 61].

To provide users with better transparency and control over
individual apps, Apple has recently introduced the App Track-
ing Transparency (ATT) permission in iOS 14.5 [22]. With
the ATT permission, Apple introduces an opt-in policy where
it requires all iOS apps to explicitly request users’ permission
to use their data for tracking. Apps prompt users at runtime
by the ATT request with the option to allow tracking or ask
the app not to track. If the users deny the permission, apps are
not allowed to access their IDFA. This gives the users more
control over how app developers track and collect their data.

2.2 Apple’s Design Guidelines for ATT Alerts
To request ATT permission, Apple shows a system-provided
permission alert with a customizable string to show the per-
mission purpose, known as purpose string. Apple requires
app developers to provide a clear, straightforward string to de-
scribe the purpose of requesting ATT permission and the use
of tracking data. Moreover, due to the sensitivity of app track-
ing, Apple’s guidelines encourage developers to display an
optional custom screen preceding the system ATT permission
alert [38], defined as a pre-alert screen. The pre-alert screen
serves as an extension of the purpose string, as developers

Table 1: Apple’s guidelines for ATT permission requests, with
relevant portions of each guideline highlighted.

# Description

G1

Apps should not require users to enable tracking in order to
receive monetary or other compensation, including but not
limited to gift cards and codes. Don’t offer incentives for
granting the request. You can’t offer people compensation
for granting their permission.

G2
Apps should not require users to enable tracking in order to
access functionality, content, or use the app.

G3
Aim for a brief, complete sentence that’s straightforward,
specific, and easy to understand.

G4
Ensure your purpose strings clearly and completely describe
your use of the data.

have the flexibility to describe the tracking permission pur-
pose textually as well as visually. An example of the pre-alert
screen and the ATT permission alert is shown in Figure 1.

Apple provides several guidelines for the tracking permis-
sion and the design of the ATT alerts. Generally, Apple re-
quires that developers design clear and informative alerts that
clearly inform the users about how the app uses their data
for tracking [38]. We aggregate tracking permission alert and
pre-alert design standards from Apple’s App Store review
guidelines [7] and human interface design guidelines [38]
Through this, we extract four different guidelines (G1-G4) for
ATT alerts, as shown in Table 1.

The guidelines restrict app developers from providing mon-
etary compensation (G1) or access to extra functionality or
content (G2) based on users’ decision for the tracking permis-
sion. It also explicitly mentions that alerts should be straight-
forward and easily understood by standard users (G3). Alerts
should also clearly mention the purpose of the permission and
how tracking data will be used (G4).

2.3 Problem Statement
Apple’s guidelines require developers to craft their own pur-
pose strings to provide the purpose for requesting permission.
Developers also have the freedom to design a custom pre-alert
screen where they have more room to provide additional in-
formation and describe the benefits of tracking to users. This
flexibility encourages developers to be more transparent to
users about how and why they are tracking them. However,
it also brings into question whether developers comply with
Apple’s guidelines when designing these alerts.

Due to the sensitivity of the tracking permission and the
necessity of obtaining the IDFA for app developers (as dis-
cussed in Section 2.1), we anticipate that some developers
may violate Apple’s guidelines to influence users’ decisions.
Developers may include dark patterns [24] that violate Ap-
ple’s guidelines in their ATT alerts to deceive users into grant-
ing permission to track. Dark patterns refer to user interface
design techniques or practices that are intentionally deceptive
or manipulative. These design patterns are used to trick users
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Figure 2: Overview of our approach to understanding ATT
patterns and their influence on users.

into taking actions unwittingly, often to benefit developers.
Additionally, such use of dark patterns may result in users hav-
ing misconceptions about the tracking permission, e.g., what
it is for, and what happens if permission is granted.

Therefore, our goal is to study the dark patterns that app
developers use in ATT alerts and how these patterns do not
conform to Apple’s guidelines. From understanding the char-
acteristics and prevalence of such patterns, we further study
how alert patterns affect the perception of users of the ATT
permission. Understanding the prevalence of dark patterns
and their influence on users is pivotal to implementing coun-
termeasures and designing ATT permissions that effectively
communicate and instill trust among users.

3 Approach Overview
Figure 2 presents an overview of our study methodology. We
build an app collection pipeline ( 1 ) which automatically ex-
tracts the ATT purpose strings and pre-alert texts from apps
on the App Store. To achieve this goal, we first design a static
analysis tool, ATTSEXTR, to parse the app bundles and extract
the ATT purpose string ( 2 ). Since pre-alert screens cannot be
extracted directly from app code, we build PREAEXTR tool
that dynamically executes app bundles on an iPhone, simu-
lates automated touch events, and takes periodic screenshots
to capture the pre-alert screens.

We then study Apple’s design guidelines for alerts to de-
velop an annotation guide and identify alert patterns that
violate these guidelines ( 3 - 4 ). Based on these guidelines,
we develop ATTCLS, an ATT alert classification framework,
which leverages contrastive learning for language modeling
and a fully connected neural network for multi-label classifi-
cation of alert texts into one or more patterns ( 5 ).

Guided by our findings from our ATT alert analysis, we
conduct a 114-participant online user study to understand
how the different alert patterns affect users’ perception of
the ATT permission ( 6 ). To demonstrate to participants how
ATT permissions work in a real scenario, we embedded in-
teractive iOS app prototypes built using Marvel app interface
prototyping tool [53] in an online survey.

4 ATT Alert Extraction and Analysis
To understand the different patterns used by app developers
in ATT alerts and their conformity with Apple’s guidelines
(RQ1), we conduct a large-scale analysis of the ATT alerts
collected from 4K apps available on the Apple App Store.
Conducting this analysis involves several challenges that in-
clude (1) collecting purpose strings and pre-alerts of ATT
alerts automatically, (2) identifying and annotating the alert
patterns used by developers in these apps, and (3) automated
classification of the ATT alerts.

4.1 Extraction of Alerts from Apps
We develop a static analysis tool ATTSEXTR, which analyzes
the property file of each app to extract the static purpose
strings from ATT alerts. However, since pre-alerts are custom
screens shown to the users before the ATT permission alert
at run-time, they cannot be obtained through static analysis.
Therefore, we complement our static analysis tool with a
dynamic analysis tool PREAEXTR.

ATT Purpose Strings. ATTSEXTR starts analysis by execut-
ing the IPA-tool [40] to download the app packages. The
IPA-tool is a command line tool that allows ATTSEXTR

to search for iOS apps on the App Store and downloads a
copy of the app bundle, known as the IPA file. We analyzed
the “Info.plist” file, which is a structured text file with
a collection of key-value pairs of configuration data and in-
cluded by default in the app bundle. We statically parse the
file and extract the ATT purpose string stored under the key
<NSUserTrackingUsageDescription>.

ATT Pre-alerts. The ATT purpose strings are statically acces-
sible from the app bundles; however, collecting pre-alerts is
more challenging. Pre-alerts are custom screens arbitrarily de-
signed by developers; thus, the app bundles must be executed
to capture screenshots of the pre-alert screens in real-time.
To automate this process, we developed PREAEXTR, which
dynamically executes the app bundles on an iPhone, simulates
random touch events, and periodically captures screenshots
while running the app. The injection of touch events requires
a rooted device (i.e., jailbreak); thus, PREAEXTR runs on a
jailbroken iPhone 6 (iOS 14.8).

To detail, PREAEXTR leverages CFGUTIL [19], Apple’s con-
figurator command-line tool, to install the collected IPA files
on the phone. We use SSH to control the phone from a server
and send system-wide touch events using ZXTouch [75], an
open-source touch simulation tool. We run each app for 30
secs. This interval is likely to reach ATT since apps usually
request permissions when they start. To maximize the chance
of clicking the correct buttons, PREAEXTR divides the screen
into a grid of 45 cells in the center of the screen. During the 30
secs interval, it iteratively picks a cell and simulates a touch
event in its center. This approach increases the likelihood of
clicking the buttons of other prompts that appear before the
ATT permission, such as other permissions or privacy policy



Table 2: Summary of ATT purpose strings collection.

All collected
apps Apps w. ATT Non-english /

Placeholders filtered
Unique ATT

strings
Popular apps 3,156 1,633 4,000 1,605Random apps 19,579 3,235

Total apps 22,735 4,868 4,000 1,605

Table 3: Summary of ATT pre-alerts collection.

All apps w. ATT Apps tested Reached ATT Pre-alerts Unique pre-alerts
Total apps 4,868 4,680 2,836 273 153

consent popups. PREAEXTR then captures screenshots every
second to ensure it obtains ATT pre-alerts and transfers them
to the server for further analysis.

After screenshots are recorded, PREAEXTR leverages
Google’s Tesseract tool [59] to extract the pre-alert text from
the screenshot. We use a simple keyword search to identify
tracking-related screenshots, such as pre-alert screens and
privacy popups. The keywords include “tracking", “personal-
ized", “ads", “advertisements", “promotions". We then man-
ually select the pre-alert screens for further analysis. We note
that the pre-alerts may appear as on-screen popups. In such
cases, PREAEXTR first crops the popup by detecting the im-
age contours and masking the image using the contour with
the maximum area. This process reduces the clutter from the
popup’s background. An example is shown in Appendix A.
Alert Text Collection Results. To analyze the different pat-
terns used by app developers in ATT purpose strings and
pre-alert texts, we start by crawling app IDs from the App
Store. We collected two sets of apps, popular and random.

For popular set, we queried the top 100 popular apps in 32
different genres. This search results in a total of 3,156 app IDs.
To capture a random set of apps representative of the Apple
App Store, we collect random set using “robots.txt” [62]
file, which is designed to assist the navigation of search bots
on the store website. We randomly sample the robots file to
crawl a large collection of 19,579 apps. Our combined set of
apps contained a dataset of 22K apps.

We note that we abide by ethical considerations when we
collect data from the Apple App Store. To collect 22K apps,
we make at most 1 query per minute. Additionally, we did not
circumvent rate limits or use proxies.

We run ATTSEXTR on our dataset. Among the popular

set, we found 1,633 apps that have ATT permission strings in
their property list files, and, for the random set, 3,235 of the
apps included ATT strings. We detail the distribution of app
genres for each set in Appendix A. In our analysis of ATT-
SEXTR results, we found that a few of our collected apps use
a placeholder in the property list instead of the actual purpose
string or are not in English. We removed such apps from our
dataset, resulting in a total of 4K apps with ATT strings. Addi-
tionally, we found that some of the purpose strings used in the
Apps are repetitive. We further filtered the non-unique strings,
which resulted in a total of 1,605 unique purpose strings.

We summarize our data collection for purpose strings and
pre-alerts in Tables 2 and 3. For pre-alerts, we run PREAEXTR

on a total of 4,680 apps. We note that, in total, we collected
4,868 IPA files. Yet, 188 of them required an updated version
of iOS, which did not have a jailbreak at the time of our
analysis. PREAEXTR is able to reach the ATT permission
alert for 2,836 apps (60.6%) at run-time. Among the 2,836
apps, it recorded 273 apps that have pre-alerts. Lastly, we
filter the repetitive pre-alerts, yielding 153 unique pre-alerts.

To evaluate the effectiveness of PREAEXTR in extracting
the pre-alerts, we assess it on a random sample of 480 apps.
Out of 480 apps, 63.3% of the apps show the ATT permission
alerts. For the rest of the apps that did not obtain the ATT
permission alert, we manually reinstalled them on the phone
and used each app for approximately one minute. We found
that 14.4% of the apps do not show the ATT permission,
and 5.2% of the apps require users to sign in. Additionally,
PREAEXTR does not click the correct buttons to display the
ATT permission alert for 17.7% apps. We analyzed these
cases and found that the ATT alert appears after other popups
or ads, which are displayed in full-screen mode with a small
exit/skip button that is hard to capture due to its small size or
unconventional placement. The ATT alert is only displayed
after exiting these screens. We also evaluated the pre-alert
screenshot detection by our keyword search tool on over 50
apps. We found that the tool has a negligible false-negative
rate (FN=0.02). The tool results in a high false-positive rate
since it detects other popups (such as privacy policy consent
popups), which we manually filtered in our analysis. Overall,
out of the 81% apps that show an ATT permission request,
PREAEXTR triggers the permission for 77.8% of them.

4.2 Identifying ATT Alert Patterns
We use Apple’s App Store review [7] and human interface
design [38] guidelines to produce a labeling guide. This guide
contains questions that allow an annotator to label an ATT
alert text into five different labels.

4.2.1 Annotation of ATT Alerts

Developing ATT Alert Annotation Guide. To annotate alert
texts with an appropriate label, two authors performed an
initial study on alert texts of 250 random apps and created a
labeling guide. We create this guide by checking the patterns
in ATT alerts based on how these alerts do not conform to
Apple’s official guidelines (G1-G4 in Table 1). In Table 4, we
present example alert texts with their associated labels and
detail our annotation process below.

We found apps that directly incentivize users by promising
rewards, coupons, and special offers ((a) and (b)). Addition-
ally, some apps indirectly incentivize users by mentioning
that granting ATT permission will enable them to use apps
for free ((c)). We label such alerts Incentive.

Some apps indicate that users will get better content or user
experience if they allow tracking ((d)). Another set of apps



Table 4: Examples of ATT alerts of real-world apps assigned to five different labels with our data annotation guide.

Label ATT Alert Text†

Incentive
(a) This allows [app] to determine if you are eligible to receive a reward after creating your account.
(b) This helps us serve relevant coupons and ads that are tailored to you.
(c) We can offer our service for free to you only by delivering personalized ads.

Misleading
(d) This will allow us to offer more relevant content and provide you with a better experience throughout the app.
(e) It will help us deliver a more personalized experience, and fewer ads.
(f) This will help [app] to recruit only professional delivery partners like you. Bonus: the app will send fewer irrelevant messages.

Ambiguous (g) App would like to access IDFA for tracking purpose.
(h) Identifier will be used for attributing installs (from Facebook, Google) and performance measurement in marketing companies.

Complete (i) This helps [app] and our ad partners provide you with a more personalized ad experience.
(j) By clicking "Allow Tracking", your consent to your data being used for analytics purposes and personalized advertisements.

Other (k) Your data allows for the optimization of the in-app ad experience for you.
(l) We personally do not track any user information.

† We redact app names in this table.

(a) Incentive (b) Misleading (c) Ambiguous (d) Complete (e) Other

Figure 3: Examples of ATT permission alerts with purpose strings of different patterns.

(a) Incentive (b) Misleading (c) Ambiguous (d) Complete (e) Other

Figure 4: Examples of pre-alert screens with different patterns.

promises that granting permission will yield fewer ads ((e))
and allow them to receive a bonus of an app-related feature
((f)). We label such alerts Misleading.

We also discover that some developers use technical terms
or descriptions vague or difficult to understand for a standard
user. For instance, some alert texts contain IDFA or device
identifiers ((g)), and others mention attribution of marketing
campaigns ((h)). We label such apps Ambiguous.

If an app is not labeled with Misleading, Ambiguous, or
Incentive, we check whether the alert informs the user about
the purpose of the ATT permission request and how their data
will be used. Apps passing this check are labeled Complete

((i) and (j)). If no label matches the alert text, we label the
alert as Other. With Other, we refer to alerts that do not have
misleading, ambiguous, or incentive patterns, yet still do not
explicitly express the ATT permission purpose ((k) and (l)).

During our annotation process, we found some alert texts
that fail to conform to multiple ATT guidelines. For instance,
an alert includes both Incentive and Misleading statements,
e.g., “We cannot send you gifts and offers without your per-
mission, we will try to send you only the most important and
attractive content!”. Thus, our annotation guide allows as-
sociating a single alert with multiple labels. We present our
labeling guide in our project repository [9].

To further illustrate the disclosures of ATT alerts, we pro-
vide examples for the different patterns of ATT purpose
strings and pre-alert screens in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
For Incentive patterns, Figure 3a presents an example men-
tioning personalized offers, while the pre-alert in Figure 4a
indirectly incentivizes the user by mentioning offering the app
for free. Similarly, the examples in Figure 3b and Figure 4b
mention patterns as “personalized content” and “showing the



Table 5: Distribution of annotated ATT alerts.

Unique Alerts App Alerts Avg. Rate†

Counts (Std)
Unique
VendorsLabel Purpose Strings Pre-alerts Purpose Strings Pre-alerts

Incentive (Inc) 109 (6.8%) 38 (24.8%) 168 (4.2%) 96 (35.2%) 571,278 (1.78M) 92
Misleading (Misl) 591 (36.8%) 38 (24.8%) 810 (20.2%) 76 (27.8%) 169,518 (1.24M) 527
Ambiguous (Ambg) 138 (8.6%) 5 (3.3%) 989 (24.7%) 5 (1.8%) 34,210 (164K) 857
Inc, Misl 53 (3.3%) 11 (7.2%) 66 (1.7%) 22 (8.1%) 206,700 (422K) 31
Inc, Ambg 8 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 8 (0.2%) 0 (0%) 81626(159K) 5
Misl, Ambg 68 (4.2%) 3 (2%) 91 (2.3%) 4 (1.5%) 119,862 (319K) 67
Inc, Misl, Ambg 3 (0.2%) 0 (0%) 3 (0.08%) 0 (0%) 27,153 1
Complete 437 (27.2%) 51 (33.3%) 1631 (40.7%) 62 (22.7%) 115,857 (594K) 1,351
Other 198 (12.3%) 7 (4.6%) 234 (5.9%) 8 (2.9%) 471,607 (2.39M) 157

Total 1,605 153 4,000 273 — —

† Represent the number of ratings for the app. Standard deviation is presented in parentheses.

best movies”. Both examples fall under the Misleading pat-
tern since they refer to better functionality. The Ambiguous ex-
amples (Figures 3c and 4c) mention vague terms e.g., “identi-
fier” and “IDFA”. Moreover, the examples labeled with Other

(Figures 3e and 4e) do not fit any of the aforementioned pat-
terns, yet they fail to explicitly state the permission purpose.
Guide Validation and Annotating Alerts. Before labeling
alert texts from our dataset of unique 1,605 purpose strings
and 153 pre-alerts, we first validate our labeling guide. To do
so, two authors independently label a random sample of 105
purpose strings and all 153 pre-alerts.

To measure agreement between annotators, we use Krip-
pendorff alpha [50], which supports multi-label annotations.
Authors achieved high agreement (α > 0.8), reconciled dif-
ferences and make necessary modifications to the annotation
guide, e.g., providing examples and additional clarifications
for each labeling guide question. After guide validation, to
label the remaining 1,500 alert texts, we sought volunteer
annotators through internal posts in the Slack channel of our
institution. Through this method, we recruited four security
and privacy researchers. We first met with volunteers to ex-
plain our labeling methodology and guideline. After clarifying
doubts, annotators expressed confidence in the labeling guide.

These four volunteers and two authors were divided into
three groups comprising two annotators each. We leverage the
open-source tool Doccano [27] for collaborative annotation.
Each group labeled 500 alert texts over three sessions (100
in the first session and 200 in the second and third sessions).
Annotators within each group independently labeled alerts.
The annotators met after each session to resolve the annotation
conflicts. We note that in the first round, each group achieved
sufficient agreement (α > 0.667) [50], and, by the second and
third rounds, each group achieved high agreement (α > 0.8).

4.2.2 Findings from Annotated Data

Table 5 shows the distribution of labels for the annotated pur-
pose strings and pre-alerts. For the unique purpose strings,
we find that 27.2% are Complete while 36.8%, 6.8%, and
8.6% alerts are Misleading, Incentive, and Ambiguous, re-
spectively. To better understand and characterize alert patterns
used by app developers in the wild, we reflect the annotations
to the entire dataset of 4K apps, including both popular and
random apps. We, thus, mark all the non-unique alert texts
with the same labels as their corresponding alert text labels in

Random Apps (61%)

Popular Apps (39%)

Incentive (5%)

Misleading (23%)

Ambiguous (26%)

Complete (40%)

Other (6%)

Has Pre-alert (7%)

No Pre-alert (93%)

Incentive (39%)

Misleading (34%)

Ambiguous (3%)
Complete (21%)

Other (3%)
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Figure 5: Summary of apps collection and labeling.

the annotated dataset. We summarize our data collection and
labeling results for the full apps dataset in Figure 5.

To detail, 60% of the apps use repeating alert texts, with the
Ambiguous pattern repeating most often (86% of Ambiguous
patterns are repeating). In Table 5, we show the distribution
of apps after mapping the annotations to the complete dataset.
We also show some app statistics, including the average rat-
ing counts (and std), which reflects the popularity of apps.
We note that the std values are high for all patterns since we
use diverse data sets with popular and random apps. We also
report the number of unique vendors per app pattern. When ex-
amining label distribution across app categories (e.g., games,
business, social networking), we find no correlation between
app category and pattern labels. We show the mapping be-
tween labels and app categories in Appendix A (Figure 3).

Observing the app patterns, we find that 40.7% of the ATT
purpose strings are Complete, 25% are Ambiguous, 20% are
Misleading, 4% are Incentive, and 6% are annotated as
Other. As anticipated, more than 60% of app developers are
using patterns that violate Apple’s guidelines, which can in-
fluence users’ decisions to grant ATT permission.

Similarly, for the pre-alerts, we show the analysis results for
the unique and repeated pre-alert texts. The unique pre-alerts
show 33.3% Complete, 3.3% Ambiguous, 24.8% Misleading,
24.8% Incentive, and 4.6% as Other. Interestingly, the pre-
alerts of the full apps’ set show that only 22.7% are Complete,
while the remaining 77.3% are distributed among the rest
of the patterns, with 35.2% Incentive, 27.8% Misleading

and 8.1% both Incentive and Misleading. We also notice
that while the Incentive pattern is the least common among
purpose strings, it is the most frequent pattern in pre-alerts.
This highlights that most apps that show customizable pre-
alerts leverage them to persuade users into granting the ATT
permission by using these patterns.

Finally, we study the combinations of pattern labels among
purpose strings and pre-alerts. We detail the distribution of
labels for both purpose strings and pre-alerts in Appendix A
(Table 1). We found that only 36.6% of the apps use similar
patterns in the purpose strings and pre-alerts, with the rest
using different patterns. We also found that among the apps
with Complete purpose strings that show pre-alerts, about



73.5% have Incentive or Misleading pre-alerts, while only
20.7% show Complete pre-alerts. This indicates that even
apps with Complete purpose strings still try to manipulate
users by showing dark patterns in their pre-alerts.

4.3 Automated Classification of ATT Alerts
To automate the classification of ATT alerts, we develop a
multi-class classification framework, ATTCLS, which predicts
the labels for each ATT alert text.
ATT Alert Embedding Representation. To accurately clas-
sify the ATT alerts, we first extract semantic features from
the alert text. To achieve this goal, we extend a contrastive
learning-based sentence embedding framework, SIMCSE [31],
to transform each alert text into an embedding space repre-
sentation. This framework uses a contrastive objective on
top of pre-trained language models such as BERT [44] or
ROBERTA [52] to produce sentence embeddings from limited
labeled data. We leverage this contrastive objective to learn
an effective sentence representation for each alert text, even
with a small training dataset, such that alerts with the same
class label are closer to each other while alerts with different
class labels are farther apart in the embedding space.

Our sentence embedding framework learns from pairs of
ATT alerts that are semantically related. To generate positive
pairs, we consider combinations of alerts with the same class
labels as they are contextually similar. Therefore, assuming
a set of m paired examples D = {(xi,xi

+)} for i ∈ {1,m},
where xi and xi

+ is considered as the positive pair, we first
extract language representations emi and emi

+ for xi and xi
+,

using a pre-trained language model. We then fine-tune these
representations using a cross-entropy training objective com-
puted for a mini-batch of N pairs:

li =− log
esim(emi,emi

+)/τ

∑
N
j=1 esim(emi,em j+)/τ

(1)

Here τ is a temperature scaling hyperparameter and
sim(a,b) is the cosine similarity between vectors of a and b
(aT b/(∥ a ∥∥ b ∥)). The output of the framework is a sentence
embedding for the ATT alert that captures the semantic and
contextual meaning of the alert text.
ATT Multi-Class Pattern Prediction. Given that ATT alerts
may fail to conform to multiple guidelines, we consider the
problem of inferring the ATT pattern as a multi-class pre-
diction task. We design a fully-connected neural network as
part of ATTCLS that takes an ATT alert embedding extracted
through SIMCSE and predicts its class labels.

The model leverages a sigmoid objective function for label
prediction. Specifically, we add a sigmoid function for each
of the five labels (identified in Section 4.2) as sigmoid(hi) =

1
1+e−hi

which outputs a score in the range [0,1].
In this way, the network outputs a vector ŷi with a length

equal to the number of class labels. An alert is assigned the
label j if its sigmoid function score ≥ T . This vector is then

Table 6: Classification results for [purpose strings / pre-alerts].

Model Precision Recall F-measure
ATTCLS 0.90 / 0.79 0.90 / 0.82 0.90/ 0.80
ATTCLSSIMCSEBERT 0.88 / 0.75 0.87 / 0.77 0.88 / 0.76
ATTCLSBERT 0.88 / 0.76 0.89 / 0.77 0.89 / 0.77
Random Forest 0.92 / 0.86 0.68 / 0.68 0.78 / 0.76

Table 7: F-measure results per alert label.

Alert Label Purpose strings Pre-alerts
Incentive 1.00 0.87
Misleading 0.88 0.81
Ambiguous 0.97 0.57
Complete 0.90 0.66
Other 0.78 0.60

fed into a logistic cross-entropy loss function, which outputs
the final class predictions for the alert.

At inference time, if the sigmoid score is the highest for
the Complete or Other class, we only assign a single class
label corresponding to the highest sigmoid function. This is
because the alerts containing these patterns do not display the
other three patterns, Misleading, Incentive, or Ambiguous.
Implementation. We implement ATTCLS in Python 3.10 us-
ing Simple Transformers library [65] and SimCSE model
implementation [31]. We leverage our full labeled ATT alert
dataset consisting of 4K ATT purpose strings and 273 pre-
alerts to train and test our framework. We use stratified sam-
pling to split the ATT strings into 90% for training and 10%
for testing. To train the contrastive embedding framework, we
generate 150K positive pairs from our training data set. We
leverage ROBERTA [52] as the pre-trained language model
to obtain the intermediate language representations. We use
the fine-tuned hyperparameters provided in [31] for training
the supervised SIMCSE on our ATT alerts dataset. We do not
fine-tune the model on the test set or pre-alerts. We set the
sigmoid function score T in our multi-class classifier to 0.5
as it yields the best accuracy in our validation dataset.

4.3.1 Effectiveness of ATTCLS

We measure the framework’s effectiveness through precision,
recall, and F-measure. We compute each metric as the average
of the corresponding metric per class label. Table 6 (row
1) shows the average precision, recall, and F-measure for
the ATT purpose strings and pre-alert texts. For the purpose
strings, ATTCLS achieves a 90% accuracy. We show the F-
measure results per alert label in Table 7. The accuracy is
slightly lower for the Other label since alerts labeled as Other
do not cover a specific pattern and lack semantic structure.

For the pre-alerts, ATTCLS achieves an accuracy of 78%.
The accuracy of pre-alerts decreases compared to purpose
strings as the app developers have the flexibility to explain
the purpose of ATT permission with more words and phrases.
This results in pre-alert texts that contain patterns with lexical
and semantic ambiguity, yielding lower accuracy.
Comparison with Baseline Approaches. We compare the ef-



fectiveness of ATTCLS with three baseline approaches. These
approaches are widely used for similar text classification
tasks, such as mobile privacy settings and policies classifica-
tion [36, 45] and phishing detection [21]. The first baseline
is a Random Forest classifier that leverages vectorization to
obtain a text representation of the alerts. Second, we train a
classifier that uses the BERT model to extract the embedding
representation of alerts and then perform multi-label clas-
sification through a fully connected neural network. Lastly,
we replace the ROBERTA model with the BERT model in
SIMCSE model of ATTCLS as the pre-trained language model.

Table 6 (row 2-4) shows the results for these baseline mod-
els compared to our classification framework for both purpose
strings and pre-alerts, respectively. ATTCLS achieves a higher
accuracy of 90% compared to all three baseline models.

5 User Attitudes Towards ATT Alerts
In this section, we pivot to studying user understanding of
the ATT permission and how different alert patterns influence
user perception of ATT permission alerts. To achieve this
goal, we designed an online survey and divided our second
research question RQ2 (How do different ATT alert patterns
impact the perception and understanding of users on ATT
permission, and what are the implications for user privacy?)
into the following four sub-research questions:

SQ1: How do users perceive the purpose of the ATT permis-
sion for different alert patterns?

SQ2: How do users’ tracking preferences change for different
alert patterns?

SQ3: What is the influence of Misleading and Incentive

alerts on users’ understanding of ATT?
SQ4: Do users find different alert patterns vague or difficult

to comprehend?

5.1 Study Design
Our study’s objective is to measure users’ perception of the
ATT permission given different patterns used in alerts. There-
fore, we perform a between-subjects study with five groups
corresponding to the five alert patterns. We conducted an
online user survey using Qualtrics [60]. To simulate a realis-
tic scenario, we embedded an interactive iOS app prototype
in our survey implemented using the Marvel app tool [53].
We implemented interface prototypes for 20 real-world apps,
four apps per alert pattern. Selected apps represent common
textual patterns exhibited in each alert pattern.

We randomly selected one app prototype for each partici-
pant (all alert texts displayed to different participants are in
Appendix B.3). We then requested participants to interact
with the prototype. We displayed the initial screens in the app,
including the ATT alert. After making a selection on the alert,
we displayed the message “You finished using this app!” and
a random code of 8 digits and letters. This code is used as an
attention check; we asked the users to use the app until they
see this message and type the displayed code in a text box.

We divide our survey into two main blocks. First, we
display the Marvel app prototype and ask questions re-
lated to the alert displayed in the app (Alert-Questions).
Questions comprised Likert scales (to measure user prefer-
ence/familiarity/confidence) and open-text questions (where
users were able to justify their responses or provide further de-
tail). Second, we ask general questions about prior knowledge
of users on app tracking and ATT (Tracking-Questions).
We also collect demographic data and users’ technical experi-
ence. Tracking-Questions were asked at the conclusion of
the survey to prevent influencing participants’ responses.
Ethics. We obtained IRB approval prior to our study. Our
study was deemed as “IRB exempt” by our institution’s IRB
office. IRB defines exemption as not requiring the study to be
reviewed by IRB board members in a convened meeting. To
minimize harm, our study was reviewed by a primary reviewer
and analyst from the IRB office, who worked with the authors
to ensure ethical protocol design. Before starting the survey,
we ask the participants to accept an online consent form where
we explain the study details and participants’ rights. We avoid
collecting personally identifiable data other than demographic
data. We remove any other identifiers and store the responses
in an encrypted online storage.

5.2 Recruitment
After conducting pilot studies to carefully revise our survey
(detailed in Appendix B.1), we recruited participants on Pro-
lific [58], specifying three criteria: (1) Participants were re-
quired to use iOS as their primary phone operating system,
(2) reside in the US, and (3) be above 18 years of age. Our
study was advertised as a perception study of permissions in
iPhones. We recruited a total of 121 participants. We rejected
responses from 7 participants who failed attention checks
(in accordance with Prolific guidelines). The accepted 114
participants received a $3 reward upon survey completion.

Participants are 46.5% males and 50% females. 21% of the
participants have technical experience, either by receiving an
education in computer science, software development, or other
technical fields. Complete demographic breakdown of the
survey participants are presented in Appendix B.2 (Table 3).

5.3 Data Analysis
Qualitative Analysis. We thematically analyze participants’
responses to open-text questions. Two authors conducted in-
ductive coding independently. They generated iteratively re-
fined codes before grouping them under themes. Authors met
to reconcile differences. We note that authors achieve high
inter-rater agreement (Cohen’s Kappa [37], κ > 0.80).
Quantitative Analysis. We employed three statistical signif-
icance tests to measure significant differences and associa-
tions (between categorical data). We use a one-way ANOVA
test [29] to test for significant differences across alert patterns
(between subjects). We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [29]
to test for significant differences within subjects (e.g., how



Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other

Figure 6: Users perception of what permissions are for - per-
centages with respect to total participants.

scores change in “Allow” vs. “Not track” scenarios). To test
for association between alert patterns and themes extracted
from inductive coding, we use the Fisher-Freeman-Halton
(FFH) test [11]. We note that the Fisher’s Exact test only
considers association in 2-by-2 tables, yet our study has five
alert patterns and more than two themes for inductively coded
responses, which the FFH test supports.

For all tests, we assume a null hypothesis (H0) of no differ-
ence/association and an alternative hypothesis of significant
difference/association (H1). We reject H0 and accept H1 when
the p value is less than a threshold, and we report p values
when there is a significant difference/association. For most
tests, we assign a threshold of 0.05. We do note in relevant
subsections when we leverage Bonferroni correction [63],
which we apply to a family of tests to adjust the correspond-
ing p value. When results are significant, we report the effect
size using the Common Language Effect Size (CLES) [57].

5.4 Results and Findings

General Understanding of ATT. We asked participants to
score familiarity with app tracking and ATT (1 and 5, with
5 being very familiar). They report, on average, moderate
familiarity with app tracking (mean=3.1, std=1.2) but a lack
of familiarity with ATT (mean=1.7, std=1.1).

When prompted to divulge how they had heard of these
terms, 31% and 24% had heard of app tracking from social
media and the app store, respectively. Lesser common sources
comprised other blogs or websites, e.g., tech-related blogs,
forums, (22%) and Apple’s Website (8%), additional sources
such as news or online classes (8%). When asked how they
had heard of ATT, 12% mentioned social media and 13%
mentioned other online blogs or websites. Participants also
mentioned Apple’s app store (10%), Apple’s website (1%),
and other sources (e.g., Facebook/news, 3%).

When comparing participants with and without claimed
technical experience, a one-way ANOVA test reveals no sig-
nificant differences in their familiarity with app tracking (p
= 0.54) or ATT (p = 0.18). This suggests that technical expe-
rience is a poor indicator of familiarity with ATT.
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Figure 7: Participants’ mean confidence about whether ad IDs
vs other data types could be used for tracking.

5.4.1 SQ1: Users’ Perceptions of ATT Alert Purpose

User Interpretations of the ATT Permissions. We asked
participants what they believed the permission was used for
in an open-text response. Figure 6 presents the six themes of
how they interpret ATT permissions. We found no associa-
tion between alert patterns and perception of the permission
(p > 0.05). Broadly, they believe permissions are either for
customized/personalized ads (39%), tracking in-app activ-
ity/data (33%), or distribution of data to third-party (14%).
A minority of them believed it was intended to inform users
of app behavior (2%) or provide better app features (6%)
through tracking. Participants also occasionally note the un-
certainty in what permissions are used for (unclear on alert’s
objective, 6%). Although customized advertising is the most
prevalent theme, none of the participants who associate ATT
permissions with ad support mention IDFA or identifiers.
Data Sharing. We asked participants to report how confident
they were that certain data types could be used for tracking
in both possible scenarios; when the permission response is
either “Allow” and “Not track”. They were asked to score
their confidence level as one of four options (“I am sure it can
be used” encoded as 4, and “I am confident it cannot be used”
as 1), for the advertising ID and other common data types (IP
address, email, location, phone name, and phone model).

Figure 7 presents the mean confidence level for advertising
ID and aggregate of all other data types in the “Allow” and
the “Not track” scenarios. Interestingly, participants report
high confidence that both advertising ID and other data types
could be used to track them, if “Allow” is selected, irrespec-
tive of the pattern (no significant difference, p> 0.05, between
patterns in both advertising ID and other data types). This
confidence drops in the “Not track” scenario. Table 8 presents
confidence levels in finer granularity across patterns and for
each data type. We apply a multiple-test correction (Bonfer-
roni correction) to reduce family-wise error as we consider
different tests across data as a family. After correction, we
independently tested each pattern and each data (e.g., Is there
a difference in confidence level between “Allow” and “Not
track” for advertising ID in Ambiguous alert?), we observe
a significant confidence level decrease (p < 0.0083), for all
data types across each pattern except for two data types in
the ambiguous label: (1) phone model and (2) phone name.



Table 8: Participants’ confidence level of whether different data items could be accessed for tracking, assuming the user selected
“Allow” or “Not track” in the ATT permission prompt. 4: “I am sure it can be used", 3: “I think so", 2: “I am not sure", 1: “I am
confident it can’t be used". We aggregate values and present the mean and standard deviation (Mean [±Stdev])

Assuming the user selected “Allow” Assuming the user selected “Not track”
Data type Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other
Advertising ID 3.7 [± 0.7] 3.6 [± 0.6] 3.4 [± 0.9] 3.6 [± 0.7] 3.5 [± 0.9] 2.4 [± 0.9] 2.3 [± 0.8] 1.8 [± 0.7] 2.2 [± 0.9] 2.0 [± 0.8]
IP Address 3.6 [± 0.6] 3.6 [± 0.7] 2.9 [± 1.0] 3.5 [± 0.6] 3.4 [± 0.9] 2.7 [± 1.1] 2.2 [± 0.9] 2.2[± 0.9] 2.1 [± 0.9] 2.3 [± 0.9]
Email 3.3 [± 0.7] 3.3 [± 0.8] 3.1 [± 0.9] 3.3 [± 1.0] 3.2 [± 0.8] 2.4 [± 0.9] 2.2 [± 0.7] 2.1 [± 0.9] 2.0 [± 0.9] 2.2 [± 0.9]
Location 3.8 [± 0.5] 3.8 [± 0.5] 3.6 [± 0.8] 3.7 [± 0.7] 3.7 [± 0.6] 2.5 [± 1.0] 2.2 [± 0.9] 2.0 [± 0.8] 2.0 [± 1.1] 2.2 [± 0.9]
Phone Namel 3.6 [± 0.6] 3.7 [± 0.5] 3.0 [± 1.0] 3.4 [± 0.8] 3.3 [± 0.7] 2.3 [± 0.9] 2.2 [± 0.9] 2.3 [± 0.8] 2.1 [± 0.9] 2.2 [± 0.8]
Phone Model 3.3 [± 0.9] 3.4 [± 0.8] 2.8 [± 1.0] 3.3 [± 0.8] 3.2 [± 0.8] 2.3 [± 0.9] 2.2 [± 0.8] 2.1 [± 0.9] 2.1 [± 0.9] 2.0 [± 0.7]
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Figure 8: Participant justification for preference to-
wards/against tracking.

Effect sizes for significant results are moderate (CLES ~0.6).
We posit that this general decrease is due to users holding

an (incorrect) belief that denying the ATT permission pro-
tects all of their sensitive data from being used for tracking
instead of solely their advertising ID. On the contrary, ATT
permission only automatically protects the advertising ID (as
explained in Section 3). Other data types are only protected
by Apple’s privacy policy and the operating system does not
prevent apps from accessing them. Hence, apps may still use
other data to track users even without users granting explicit
permission. In fact, this behavior is common, as pointed out
by related research on app tracking in iOS [48].
Finding-1: Participants predominantly attribute ATT per-
missions to (1) customized advertising (2) tracking app
activity/behavior or (3) distributing data to third parties. Ir-
respective of alert pattern, participants incorrectly believe
that selecting “Not track” protects various data types be-
yond Advertising ID.

5.4.2 SQ2: Users’ Preferences of Tracking

We measure participants’ preference towards selecting “Al-
low” or “Not track” and whether their preference changes
between alert patterns. Since they are not using their personal
device, we opt for a Likert scale with 1 referring to more likely
to select “Allow” and 5 referring to more likely to select “Not
track” instead of binary options (“Allow”, “Not track”).

We find that participants express a general disinterest to-

wards tracking regardless of the alert, with most leaning to-
wards “Not track”. Mean scores range between 4.4 to 4.7 (no
significant difference between alert patterns, p= 0.7240).

We also asked participants to provide reasoning for their
scores, as presented in Figure 8. We map the reasons
they provide to their tracking preference scores, which we
grouped into three categories: (1) less likely to allow tracking,
scores > 3, (2) indifferent, score = 3, and (3) more likely
to allow tracking, score < 3. We observed an association
between the reasons and scores (p = 0.0001).

A lesser likelihood is associated with a negative perception
of data tracking. As seen in Figure 8, the negative percep-
tion is expressed among six themes. 49% have concerns over
third-party in-app/cross-platform monitoring (e.g., “I don’t
want this app tracking me or giving my info to 3rd parties”,

“Whatever I do outside of that app is none of that app’s busi-
ness”). Other reasons include aversion towards personalized
ads (7%), no perceived benefit of tracking (6%), and distrust
towards the app and lack of transparency (4%). Interestingly,
one participant (1%) avoids data tracking on apps to com-
pensate for covert tracking that occurs in other online spaces
(“There’s enough stuff online tracking my activity that I don’t
know about. The ones I do know about, [I say] please do not.”)
We also note that 15% attribute their scores to unspecified pri-
vacy concerns, since they note being generally cautious about
privacy but avoid providing explicit reasons. Participants who
are indifferent or more likely to opt for tracking provide a
variety of other reasons, including the perceived benefit of app
tracking (6%) and indifference towards data tracking (2%).
10% of them admit not having a concrete reason for their
score (e.g., “I don’t care which I pick”).
Finding-2: Participants are more inclined to select “Not
track”, regardless of alert pattern, with most attributing this
choice to a strong preference against data tracking.

5.4.3 SQ3: Influence of Misleading and Incentive Alerts

For “Allow” and “Not track” scenarios, we asked participants
to score likelihood (1-5, with 5 being extremely likely) of (1)
getting a reward or extra discount and (2) getting access to bet-
ter app features. Results are shown in Table 9. Participants pro-
vide low likelihood for rewards/discounts across all patterns
in “Not track”. Those exposed to Incentive alerts provided



Table 9: Participants’ self-reported likelihood for receiving
better rewards or discounts (Mean [±Stdev]).

Better Rewards/Discount
Scenario Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other

“Allow” 2.1 [± 1.5] 1.8 [± 1.0] 1.3 [± 0.7] 1.8 [± 0.9] 1.5 [± 0.7]
“Not track” 1.2 [± 0.4] 1.4 [± 0.8] 1.1 [± 0.3] 1.4 [± 1.0] 1.2 [± 0.9]

Better App Features
Scenario Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other

“Allow” 1.7 [± 1.0] 2.1 [± 1.3] 1.4 [± 0.7] 1.6 [± 1.0] 1.8 [± 1.0]
“Not track” 1.2 [± 0.5] 1.3 [± 0.7] 1.1 [± 0.3] 1.4 [± 1.0] 1.1 [± 0.4]

the highest likelihood in the “Allow” scenario. Similarly,
for app features, participants provide low scores (mean=1.2).
Misleading alerts elicit the highest (still modest, mean=2.1)
likelihood for app features with “Allow” scenario.

To better understand if users’ opinion of tracking changes
from “Not track” to “Allow”, we measure the difference
in likelihood between these two scenarios. We note that we
conducted separate Wilcoxon tests instead of using a uni-
fied model as we found no correlation between (1) partic-
ipants’ belief towards the impact of extra features/rewards
and (2) the likelihood score of allow-vs-not-track. For bet-
ter reward/discount likelihood, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
reveals a significant difference (p = 0.0069 , CLES= 0.64)
in likelihood for Incentive alerts. This shows that users are
more likely to believe they will get better rewards/discounts
if they change their decision from “Not track” to “Allow”.

Expectedly, participants exposed to Misleading patterns
display a significant difference (p = 0.0065, CLES= 0.67)
in the likelihood of receiving app features between “Not
track” and “Allow”. These users were more likely to believe
they would get better app features if they provided consent to
tracking. Surprisingly, we also find a significant difference in
the likelihood of better app feature between “Allow” and

“Not track” for both Other (p = 0.001, CLES= 0.69) and
Incentive (p = 0.02, CLES= 0.62) alerts. We note that for
significant results, effect sizes (CLES) are moderate (~0.60).

We posit that, in the Incentive/Other alerts, confusion
caused by the alert text may lead to misconceptions surround-
ing app features. For instance, one participant exposed to
Incentive alerts believed “allowing [app] to know your in-
terests across other platforms [...] ties in to possibly [...]
better app features.” Similarly, another participant exposed to
an Other alert stated “If you do not allow [tracking], then they
have no reason to give you anything in return.” These findings
suggest that, when the purpose of tracking is not mentioned
(Other pattern) or when rewards are promised (Incentive
pattern), participants may incorrectly infer better app features
are given when consent to tracking is granted, although this
is not explicitly mentioned.

Finding-3: Participants believe they will more likely re-
ceive rewards when alerts have Incentive patterns.

Ambiguous

Complete

Incentive

Misleading

Other

Vague phrases

Vague terms

Vague sentence as a whole
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Figure 9: Participants reported confusion about the whole
sentence, phrases within alerts, or specific terms.

Finding-4: Participants are more likely to believe they will
receive better app features when alerts have Misleading,
Incentive, or Other patterns in alerts.

5.4.4 SQ4: Comprehension of Alerts and Vague Terms

We asked participants to disclose if they found any portion
of the alert vague or unclear. 28% of the participants re-
spond to this optional open-text question to express con-
fusion. We found that 47.8% of those who saw Ambiguous

alerts note vagueness. Percentages of other alerts are 25% for
Misleading, 27% for Complete, 17.4% for Incentive, and
23% for Other. After inductive coding, we discovered this
confusion occurs at one of three levels, which we mapped to
alert patterns as shown in Figure 9. We find an association be-
tween alert pattern and confusion type (p = 0.0008). Among
those who noted vague alerts, 31.25% associated vagueness
to specific words. Words noted surrounded advertising IDs
(e.g., “IDFA”, “Identifier”). Unsurprisingly, all who noted
vague terms were exposed to Ambiguous alerts.

For other alert patterns, we find participants expressed con-
fusion in one of two ways. First, 56.25% expressed confusion
due to vague phrases (e.g., “Third party partners are vague as
it could be anyone at all.”, “what is partner information?”).
Second, 12.5% expressed confusion around the entire sen-
tence (e.g., “The whole sentence is vague”).

In Tracking-Related Questions, we also explicitly
asked participants about their knowledge of “IDFA” and
“Identifiers” on a Likert scale of 1 to 5 (5 being very knowl-
edgeable). We selected these terms after our analysis in Sec-
tion 4 revealed them to be common in Ambiguous alerts. Par-
ticipants expressed low familiarity with both “IDFA” (mean =
1.2, ±0.6) and “Identifiers” (mean = 1.68, ±1.1).
Finding-5: 28% of the participants find ATT alerts con-
fusing, with the Ambiguous group noting vague alerts the
most (47.8%). Participants are also largely unfamiliar with
common terms in Ambiguous alerts. For other alert pat-
terns (e.g., Misleading, Incentive), participants may be
confused by vague phrases or the sentence as a whole.



6 Discussion and Limitations

6.1 Takeaways and Recommendations

Clarity in Guidelines. Instructions and recommendations
for tracking, permission purpose strings, and pre-alerts are
dispersed in multiple documents and webpages via Apple’s
Developers Guidelines. For instance, to view violations, de-
velopers would have to access the “Patterns” section of the
“Human Interface Guidelines”; however, appropriate track-
ing uses are listed in the “App Privacy Details” section. This
makes guideline adherence difficult, as developers do not have
a single information source they can reference. To rectify this,
we first recommend that Apple provide a single source of
documentation for ATT permissions that addresses tracking
and design guidelines (for alerts and pre-alerts).

Additionally, current guidelines only have (1) limited posi-
tive examples (appropriate ATT alert texts) and (2) no nega-
tive examples (alert texts that violate guidelines). Guidelines
should be expanded to include more detailed positive exam-
ples beyond the default alert text provided, e.g., alert texts
should specify what type of ad tracking is conducted if permis-
sion is granted. Similarly, guidelines should be periodically
updated to include real-world negative examples that contain
dark patterns, e.g., sample alert texts that include incentives.

Proactive Vetting of Alerts. The extent to which they are
ATT guidelines are enforced remains in question. The preva-
lence of dark patterns violating Apple’s guidelines suggests
that, if enforcement exists, it cannot detect discovered dark
patterns. Therefore, we strongly suggest proactive enforce-
ment of guidelines through a strict vetting process.

We envision that ATTCLS can be integrated into this vetting
process, given its reliable performance. Similarly, PREAEXTR

can detect apps that include ATT purpose strings in the
“Info.plist” file yet never display an ATT permission alert.
Leveraging these automated tools can ensure that violating
apps can be flagged before they are publicly available.

User-Centered Design of ATT Permissions. ATT purpose
strings should effectively express the purpose of the prompt.
Given possibility of multiple purposes (e.g., cross-platform
tracking, sharing IDFA with 3rd party), further study is re-
quired to carefully design texts effective in informing users
of each purpose. However, clear purpose strings may not be
sufficient. As our study reveals, users do not necessarily trust
developers to adhere to what is listed in the prompt. To resolve
this, Apple could enforce a predetermined list of texts that
developers can select from, and that can only be minimally
modified. If the selected text aligns with how the app uses the
IDFA, this should be communicated to the user to instill trust.

Similarly, enabling system-generated pre-alerts would im-
prove user trust in ATT. This would incorporate a developer-
defined pre-alert text but also display data types used for
tracking in both “Allow” and “Not track” scenarios, to better
inform the users of the permission implications.

6.2 Limitations

Pre-alert UI Violations. Apple guidelines include specific
UI guidelines for the design of the pre-alert screens. These
guidelines restrict developers from using visual cues in the
pre-alert screens that can trick users into clicking “Allow”
unintentionally. The guidelines label these practices as: (1)
Imitation Request, (2) Alert Image and (3) Alert Annotation.
(details and examples in Appendix C).

We manually analyzed the 273 apps that show a pre-alert
screen and found that 22 apps violate UI guidelines. Specif-
ically, 9 pre-alerts violate the Imitation Request, 9 violate
Alert Image guideline, and 6 apps show pre-alerts with Alert
Annotation violations. To automate the detection of UI guide-
lines violations, future work will explore computer vision
techniques to identify visual cues that simulate permission
alerts or annotations in the pre-alert screen.

Automated Alerts Classification. We introduce a multi-label
classification framework to automatically classify the ATT
alerts into five different patterns. We manually labeled the
entire dataset of unique ATT alerts to test our model’s effec-
tiveness. This framework will help the research community
to conduct further analysis on ATT alerts. It can also be inte-
grated into the app-vetting process implemented by Apple’s
App Store for continuous monitoring of apps’ guideline vio-
lations. However, to increase the effectiveness of this model,
several methods can be integrated to increase its accuracy. We
notice that the model’s accuracy slightly decreases for Other
label (78%), since this label does not contain a specific textual
pattern as compared to the rest of the labels. Our model also
is less accurate for the pre-alerts classification as compared to
the purpose strings. This occurs because developers have the
flexibility to explain the permission purpose with more words
and phrases in pre-alert texts, resulting in patterns with lexical
and semantic ambiguity. By collecting a larger dataset, the
model can better learn to differentiate the Other label from
the rest of the labels. Moreover, data augmentation techniques
can be applied to increase the dataset size for pre-alerts, al-
lowing training and testing a model on pre-alert texts. Finally,
more advanced text filtering techniques can be added to filter
the irrelevant words and phrases in the pre-alert text.

Evasion of Violations Detection. Our patterns detection
model can be integrated into the vetting process of apps on
Apple’s store. However, developers can use different tech-
niques to evade this tool. For instance, developers can adopt
adversarial attacks for text data [3, 32]. These techniques use
perturbed versions of the original text, which are not recogniz-
able by humans but misclassified by NLP models (as BERT).
Developers can also hide text in pre-alert screens using adver-
sarial watermark attacks [20, 67], which are undetectable by
human eyes while evading OCR detection techniques. To de-
fend against these attacks, the language model can be trained
using adversarial training methods [73] or modified to detect
adversarial examples [12, 68, 74].



7 Related Work

Web and Mobile Tracking. Data tracking has long been ex-
plored in mobile/web contexts. Several works attempted to an-
alyze apps’ data usage purposes including tracking [17,18,41].
Others studied tracking data transparency and how it affects
targeted ads [13, 42, 46]. A recent study [48] performed a dy-
namic network analysis of 1,759 iOS apps before/after ATT
and showed that the number of tracking libraries has roughly
stayed the same for both versions, where many apps still col-
lect device IDs after ATT for cohort tracking or fingerprinting.
Our work contrasts prior research in that we focus on devel-
oper non-conformance to tracking prompt (ATT) guidelines
instead of determining data flows with ATT.

Studies on Privacy and Permissions. Early studies [14, 28]
evaluated users’ understanding of installation-time and run-
time permissions given the permission dialogs [4,15]. Shen et
al. identified users’ misunderstanding of runtime permission
models and highlighted the additional information required
to make informed decisions [64]. A comparison study [69]
showed confusion about permissions reasoning from the per-
spectives of developers and users. Few studies were conducted
on the developers’ permission prompts. In [43], it was found
that providing clear and real-time permission information as-
sists users in making more informed decisions. In [70], a study
was performed on the developer-specified purpose strings of
iOS permissions, including location, contacts, photos/videos,
calendars, reminders, and Bluetooth, showing that users are
more likely to approve clear purpose strings. A similar anal-
ysis studied permission rationale messages in Android [51],
showing that purposes stated in a majority of rationales are
incorrect. Our work focuses on the ATT permission alerts,
studying how dark patterns in alerts can affect user perception.

Several works have studied maliciously crafted dark pat-
terns in UIs that deceive users/trick them into giving con-
sent [16, 26, 34, 35, 49, 54]. Dark patterns in mobile appli-
cations and their impact on users have been studied in [26],
showing that most apps have dark patterns that are not rec-
ognized by users. In [47], a large-scale analysis on mobile
apps’ privacy consent dialogues showed that many apps em-
ploy dark patterns to coerce the user to consent. Moreover,
dark patterns were also acknowledged by the European Data
Protection Board, which recently released guidelines in the
GDPR [33] for regulating dark patterns on social media.

Recent studies investigated ATT permission in iOS and how
it affects users. Hutton et al. [39] measured which apps users
grant ATT permission and how it correlates with users’ pri-
vacy concerns/motives. However, their work does not consider
the permission alerts and their effects on users’ perceptions.
Another work studied the design patterns used for tracking
permission in 200 popular iOS apps [25]. This work measures
the effect of users’ likelihood of tracking with different design
patterns (e.g., permission purpose, framing, priming). In our
work, however, we identify the ATT alert patterns based on

Apple’s guidelines and perform a large-scale analysis of apps
to measure how they comply with the guidelines. We, hence,
focus our user study on the perceptions of users and how their
perceptions are affected by different alert types.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we perform a large-scale analysis of the ATT
permission alerts in iOS. We leverage static and dynamic
analysis to extract ATT alert texts and pre-alerts. We then
synthesize a labeling guide to identify ATT alert patterns
and discover that over 59% of apps contain dark patterns
used by app developers. We subsequently use advanced NLP
techniques to detect dark patterns in alert texts automatically.
Finally, via a user study, we discovered that regardless of
alert patterns, users have misperceptions about ATT, and they
often find alert texts confusing. Moreover, certain patterns
(e.g., Incentive, Misleading) can influence the users’ per-
ception of receiving benefits (e.g., rewards, app features). Our
findings motivate the need for improved developer guidelines,
app vetting process, and designing user-centered ATT alerts.
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(a) Original pre-alert. (b) Cropped pre-alert.

Figure 1: An example of (a) pre-alert screen and (b) after
cropping the pre-alert popup.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the dynamic data collection tool.
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Table 1: Detailed distribution of apps labels for purpose strings and pre-alerts.

Purpose Strings Pre-alerts
Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other Incentive Misleading Ambiguous Complete Other Apps Frequency

No Pre-alerts

✓ — — — — — — — — — 150
— ✓ — — — — — — — — 753
— — ✓ — — — — — — — 908
✓ ✓ — — — — — — — — 57
✓ — ✓ — — — — — — — 9
— ✓ ✓ — — — — — — — 90
✓ ✓ ✓ — — — — — — — 3
— — — ✓ — — — — — — 1534
— — — — ✓ — — — — — 222

Has Pre-alerts

— — ✓ — — — — ✓ — — 3
— ✓ — — — — — ✓ — — 2
— ✓ — — — — ✓ ✓ — — 2
— — — ✓ — — ✓ ✓ — — 1
— — — — ✓ — ✓ ✓ — — 1
✓ — — — — ✓ — — — — 9
— ✓ — — — ✓ — — — — 3
— — ✓ — — ✓ — — — — 41
✓ ✓ — — — ✓ — — — — 4
— ✓ ✓ — — ✓ — — — — 1
— — — ✓ — ✓ — — — — 31
— — — — ✓ ✓ — — — — 7
✓ — — — — ✓ ✓ — — — 1
— ✓ — — — ✓ ✓ — — — 4
— — ✓ — — ✓ ✓ — — — 10
✓ ✓ — — — ✓ ✓ — — — 3
— — — ✓ — ✓ ✓ — — — 4
✓ — — — — — ✓ — — — 4
— ✓ — — — — ✓ — — — 39
— — ✓ — — — ✓ — — — 5
✓ ✓ — — — — ✓ — — — 1
— — — ✓ — — ✓ — — — 25
— — — — ✓ — ✓ — — — 2
✓ — — — — — — — ✓ — 4
— ✓ — — — — — — ✓ — 6
— — ✓ — — — — — ✓ — 16
— — — ✓ — — — — ✓ — 36
— ✓ — — — — — — — ✓ 1
— — ✓ — — — — — — ✓ 4
✓ ✓ — — — — — — — ✓ 1
— — — — ✓ — — — — ✓ 2
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(b) Random apps

Figure 3: Distribution of app genres among pattern labels.

A Apps Analysis

Figure 1 shows an example of a pre-alert screen. We crop the
pre-alert by detecting the image contours and masking the
image using the contour with maximum area. We extract the
text from the cropped image. The detailed distribution of app
labels for purpose strings and pre-alerts is shown in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of patterns among different
app genres for the popular and random app sets. We found no
correlation between the app categories and pattern labels.

B User study Details

B.1 Pilot Studies

We test our survey design by conducting two rounds of pilot
studies. First, we posted a call for participants on a univer-
sity campus; we conducted the study with 7 volunteers and
stepped through the survey to incorporate feedback (e.g., re-
vise unclarities, remove leading questions). We clarified the
wording of some questions pointed out as unclear.

In the second round, we recruited 17 participants on Pro-
lific [58] to test the participants’ response quality and their
level of engagement with the survey. We found that partici-
pants would not effectively engage in the open-text questions
when asked to justify their selections. To encourage engage-
ment, we added “In two or more sentences," as a prefix to
these questions. Additionally, we found that only displaying
the alert once before questions on the alert limited the partici-
pants’ ability to recall the alert text. To correct this issue, we
split the survey’s Alert-Questions into multiple pages and
displayed the alert text at the top of each page.

B.2 Survey Demographics

Table 3 presents the demographics of our participants.



(a) Imitation Request. (b) Alert Image. (c) Alert Annotation.

Figure 4: Apple’s UI guidelines for pre-alerts and examples of discovered apps with violations.

Table 2: ATT alerts displayed in the survey.

ATT Alerts† Alert Label N
Partner information is preferred to serve you with relevant promotions. Incentive 6
This keeps your App free and reduces irrelevant Ads. Incentive 5
This allows [app] to determine if you are eligible to receive a reward after creating your account. Incentive 5
Discover products and offers tailored to your interests on [app] and partner sites. Incentive 7
This data is anonymized, no personal data, only how you play to deliver the best gaming experience and to show less but relevant ads. Misleading 4
This allows us to deliver personalized content to you and improves your ordering experience. Misleading 6
This helps us provide you with a more personalized experience. Misleading 5
This will allow to deliver better and fewer personalized ads to you. Misleading 5
Your device’s advertising ID will be used to provide you with an improved personalized ad experience over our standard ad experience. Ambiguous 6
This identifier is used to deliver personalized ads to you. Ambiguous 7
We use IDFA for promoting our service on advertising platforms. We don’t pass your personal data on to someone else. Ambiguous 3
[app] uses your IDFA for attributing app installs to advertisements. Ambiguous 7

Hate random ads? Allow [app] to track activity to deliver personalized ads for you. Complete 4
[app] and our third party partners will use your data to deliver personalized ads. Complete 6
Your data will only be used to deliver personalized ads to you. Complete 8
Your data will be used to provide you a better and personalized ads to you. Complete 4
Your data allows for the optimization of the in-app ad experience for you. Other 5
To ensure the best possible ad experience. Other 7
This allows [app] to provide you with a better ads experience. Other 7
[app] will track you across other applications. Other 7

† We redact app names in this table. App names are available on request.

Table 3: Survey participants demographics.

Demographic Data N %
Age Group
18-24 27 23.68%
25-34 39 34.21%
35-44 20 17.54%
45 and above 28 24.56%
Race and Ethnicity
White 83 72.81%
Asian or Asian American 11 9.65%
Black or African American 8 7.02%
American Indian or Alaska Native 2 1.75%
Other 7 6.14%
Prefer not to specify 3 2.63%
Gender
Female 57 50.0%
Male 53 46.49%
Prefer not to specify 4 3.5%
Annual Income
less than $10k 22 19.3%
$10-$20k 7 6.14%
$20-$30k 12 10.53%
$30-$50k 21 18.42%
More than $50k 47 41.23%
Prefer not to specify 5 4.39%
Technical Experience
Computer science 9 7.9%
Software engineering 2 1.76%
App development 2 1.76%
Other technical fields 11 9.65%
None 90 78.93%

B.3 Survey Alerts
Table 2 displays the alert shown to different participants. We
implemented prototypes for 20 apps using Marvel app [53],
with four apps per alert pattern.

C Apple’s ATT UI Guidelines
Apple’s ATT UI guidelines define three practices to guide
developers design of pre-alert screens: (1) Imitation Request,
(2) Alert Image and (3) Alert Annotation.

Imitation Request states that developers should not display
a custom screen that mirrors the functionality of the OS-
generated ATT permission alert. Alert Image guideline states
that pre-alert should not show an image of the OS-provided
permission alert and modify it in any way, such as by circling
or highlighting the “Allow” button. Alert Annotation guide-
line states that developers should not draw a visual cue on
the actual permission alert that attracts users’ attention to the
permission alert’s “Allow” button.

Figure 4 shows examples of the violation of Apple’s guide-
lines for the UI design of ATT pre-alert screens.
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